This issue of Information Visualization showcases research activity involving and contributing to the visual analysis of dynamism, movement, and change in phenomena that have a spatial element. The work presented here represents a selection of the contributions made to a workshop coordinated by the International Cartographic Association (ICA) Commission on Geovisualization and the Association of Geographic Information Laboratories in Europe (AGILE) on the Geovisualization of Dynamics, Movement and Change. Theoretical and methodological approaches for exploring and analyzing large data sets with spatial and temporal components were presented, discussed and developed at the meeting in Girona, Catalunya, which was held on 5 May 2008 one day before AGILE's 11th International Conference on Geographic Information Science. The high level of interest raised by the open call for contributions and the ultimate participation of more than 40 scientists suggests that this theme is timely and of relevance to many researchers and research groups. It would also seem to indicate that spatio-temporal data pose plenty of interesting and unsolved research problems. The workshop, and the work subsequently reported here suggest that many of these are complex and can benefit from the application of cross-disciplinary approaches. Crossdisciplinarity has been reflected not only in the contents of the submissions, but also in the composition of the workshop delegates, which included scientists from a variety of nations with backgrounds in geography, geographic information science, information visualization, data mining and other cognate disciplines. We reflect upon some of these trends in this Introduction to the papers. Integration of approaches from multiple disciplines is a characteristic feature of geovisualization -a research domain addressing the visual exploration, analysis, synthesis, and presentation of geographic data, information, and knowledge. 1 The ICA Commission on Geovisualization works to develop, promote, and communicate advances in this multidisciplinary domain, http://geoanalytics.net/ica. One way of so doing is to attract researchers with various disciplinary backgrounds to themed workshops that showcase current multidisciplinary approaches while allowing participants to learn about relevant theories and methods existing in related fields. They also create new opportunities for considering problems from different perspectives, and for staring new cross-disciplinary collaborations.
identifiable approaches are common to current research in information visualization and geovisualization. These are evidenced by the work presented in this special issue of Information Visualization.
The traditional visualization approach involves the direct depiction of each record in a data set so as to allow the analyst to extract noteworthy patterns by looking at the displays and interacting with them. However, multifarious data sets of unprecedented size and complexity are accumulating at rapid speed. Effective visual exploration may offer opportunities for analyzing these data sets in a timely fashion, but current techniques may not be effective when applied to the visual analysis of the kinds of large and complex data sets that are increasingly common. The displays may become illegible due to visual clutter and massive overplotting associated with large numbers of cases, users may have difficulty perceiving, tracking and comprehending numerous visual elements that change simultaneously, or the speed of rendering and responses to user interactions may become too slow for efficient inference making. A series of methods are being developed to address these issues and support our capabilities for the visual analysis of large spatio-temporal data sets through 'direct depiction.' Some of these are reported here in the context of geovisualization of dynamics, movement and change -for example Carvalho et al. (this issue -paper 7) develop novel means of interacting with direct depictions of data that have a temporal element.
Despite these advances, it is unlikely that new methods that solve all of these problems can be developed solely through this approach. Two alternative approaches are being increasingly utilized in response to the current challenges. One modifies the traditional visualization approach by involving methods for data aggregation and summarization prior to graphical depiction and visualization. Appropriate summaries may involve various forms of abstraction including aggregation, generalization and perhaps sampling. The idea here is that appropriate and meaningful summaries are derived from the original measurements through consistent elementary transformations such as aggregations that may occur according to space (to a particular resolution of set of spatial units), time (to a particular temporal resolution or unit), and attribute (through classification). Rather than directly mapping the original data these transformed summaries are presented in a way that allows the user to extract patterns. Zhao et al. The other approach involves applying more sophisticated computational techniques, such as those developed in data mining, to semi-or fully automatically extract specific types of feature or pattern from data prior to visualization. Computationally extracted patterns (or more specifically 'proto-patterns' as they lack semantic embedding) are presented to the user for interpretation, evaluation, and synthesis, which may involve visualization of the computationally derived artifacts. This 'visual data mining' approach may apply to summaries, and along with the visualization of summaries may take advantage of ideas and advances developed in 'direct depiction.' For example, Rinzivillo et al. (paper 4 -this issue) use data mining methods to explore patterns in constructs derived from their data.
Both of these latter approaches are intended to support the production of graphics that are legible, comprehensible, and rapid in response in light of the challenges associated with large and complex data sets -thus facilitating visualization and allowing its power to be applied to the kinds of data sets that currently require informed analysis. Visualization may also be applicable to the processes involved in deriving these summaries and patterns as well as the results, reinforcing the direct links among the phenomena of interest, the measurements made, and the higher-level derivatives achieved through their analysis. Figure 1 graphically represents these three approaches to exploratory and analytical visualization:
1. direct depiction and visualization of the data collected; 2. derivation, depiction, and visualization of abstract data summaries -aggregates, generalization, samples; 3. extraction, depiction, and visualization of computationally extracted patterns.
In each case, an analyst interacts with visual representations developed using these approaches and derives knowledge by interpreting patterns, comparing patterns, building composite patterns, and developing arguments, ideas, and conclusions.
The objects of study are increasingly abstract and reliant upon informed computation in successive approaches and may themselves rely increasingly upon knowledge from multidisciplinary domains: developing and using techniques and tools according to either of the latter approaches requires competences from at least two disciplines -visualization plus database processing, statistical analysis, or data mining.
The increasing sizes and complexities of data sets being collected not only call for new cross-disciplinary approaches to analysis but also require that visualization researchers explicitly define the types of patterns that can exist in different types of data. Indeed, as analytical approaches develop to focus upon more abstract constructs it may no longer be possible or appropriate to just plot all data values and 'let the data speak for themselves.' Data visualization methods and tools may need to be designed and utilized with a particular pattern type in mind. This is most evident for analysis using the third approach in which pattern extraction is fully computational. However, this is also true for techniques intended to help users to see relevant patterns on a display: if aggregation or other forms of data reduction are inevitable then this must be achieved in such a way that significant patterns are preserved and detectable. Theoretical research aimed at the explicit definition of possible pattern types is being undertaken. 2 of patterns that can exist in data about movement was discussed at the Girona workshop and a paper describing the developing taxonomy is included here (Dodge et al., paper 5 -this issue).
Visual depictions of more abstract semantic constructs such as aggregations, generalizations, and patterns require relatively sophisticated methods, tools, and user-system interaction facilities for their exploration and analysis. Furthermore, effective use of complex visual exploration tools may not only pre-suppose basic training in handling the visual displays and interactive controls, but also advanced understanding of the computational processing involved, that is, how the constructs shown on the display have been obtained, and what they mean. Hence, visualization techniques and tools employing approaches that involve increasing levels of abstraction from the recorded data need to be designed for specifically trained analysts rather than more generic 'end users.'
A conceptual shift in expected user profile requires an appropriate response in studies that evaluate user responses to the tools and techniques being developed. Analysing tool effectiveness and efficiency through traditional empirical success metrics such as error rate and task completion time via repeated trials on large numbers of users is unlikely to be appropriate in the context of a tool intended to enable a small number of professionals to analyze complex data. Such tools should be evaluated by small numbers of professionals when analyzing complex data in order to obtain externally and ecologically valid results. The rare nature of the skills and competencies that make these professionals so valuable means that they are busy and small in number and thus not easily accessible for user studies. Undertaking studies that attempt to use statistical techniques to evaluate results is thus hard to achieve and alternative acceptable means of evaluating tools and methods for visual exploration and analysis must be developed. Mac Aoidh et al. (paper 8 -this issue) report upon visualization tools developed to explore system use in this context.
Evaluation of a method must also include an explicit confirmation that the method really uncovers the types of patterns it is supposed to uncover. One means of validating methods is to check them against data sets where the patterns are known in advance. If such data sets are not available, it may be appropriate to construct synthetic data with various required properties for validation. Demšar et al. (paper 1 -this issue) use this approach to evaluate their method, which combines computational and visual techniques for pattern detection. They check whether previously known spatio-temporal patterns can be visually identified in computationally derived surfaces visualized by means of the GeoVISTA Studio software. 3 Furthermore, it is important to ensure that the method not only detects or helps to detect patterns that exist in data, but also does not derive or exhibit patterns that do not exist. For example, a computational method designed to find clusters may be likely to do so even if no valid clusters are present in the data set. For this reason, it is important to cross-validate patterns that are identified with other approaches to avoid discovering artifacts generated by the particular method employed.
Besides establishing computational validity, any methods developed must be cognitively adequate for inference and tools must be usable for analysis and decision making. We have argued that broad-based user studies are unlikely to be feasible or appropriate in many cases as it may be too difficult to find representative users and settings for externally and ecologically valid experiments. To alleviate this problem tools must be developed within the context of known theories and wellestablished design principles that are based upon existing empirical studies reported in a growing interdisciplinary literature on visual displays. Cognitive theories, longstanding design principles, and related empirical studies on visual displays serve as appropriate starting points for tool development and these key aspects of visualization were actively discussed at the workshop. Furthermore, if tools for visual exploration and analysis are oriented to expert analysts rather than the general public or decision makers, it is necessary to support the analyst in summarizing the results of their work and presenting them in a form suitable for consumption by the ultimate users of the knowledge derived. One of the contributions to the workshop proposed an approach to computer-supported generation of two-dimensional (2D) semantic and geometric map generalizations for presenting patterns extracted from spatio-temporal data. These ideas are presented more formally in this special issue (Del Fatto et al., paper 6 -this issue).
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The active research domains in exploratory and analytical visualization are schematically summarized in Figure 2 . Attention is drawn to topics that were discussed at the Girona workshop and are represented by papers presented in this issue. Note that this scheme does not contain anything specific to geographic visualization. Indeed, at this level of abstraction we argue that the research objectives, key issues, and developing approaches are broadly common to both the information visualization and geovisualization domains, and that both disciplines can learn from and inform each other.
Geovisualization: what is special about spatial data?
Nonetheless, geographic space and geospatial data have a number of properties that distinguish them from other types of data. These include spatial heterogeneity, autocorrelation in time and space and scale. Accordingly geographic phenomena and geospatial data are measured and represented to maintain a number of specific properties, relationships, and structures.
Consider, for example, the heterogeneity of space where oceans and seas radically differ from continents and islands, mountains are very different from valleys, forests differ from deserts, coastal areas differ from inland regions, urban areas differ from rural areas, countries differ from each other, and so on. Spatial processes operate differently in different places, spatial relationships may differ in different places and according to direction, and so measurements relating to these processes and relationships need to be interpreted in the context of location.
A second feature of spatial data is inherent spatial autocorrelation as expressed by Tobler's well-known first law of geography, 'Everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant things' (Tobler, p. 236). 4 Some geographic phenomena may vary relatively smoothly across space in most circumstances (i.e., elevation or population density), and others are characterized by significant discontinuities and irregularities (i.e., landcover or rates of taxation). Autocorrelation in time is also relevant to temporal phenomena. In other words, if features are similar in location (time) they are often also similar in attributes. Some phenomena and processes occur concurrently in geographic space but at different points in time -and vice versa.
A third important aspect of geographic data sets is the need to consider the scale at which phenomena exist and the level of detail used to digitally represent them. Geo-spatial analysts and decision-makers are increasingly aware that the scale and nature of the spatial and temporal units used to model geographic phenomena will have a significant effect on the analysis undertaken and results that are subsequently reported.
These characteristics of geographic information mean that standard statistical techniques requiring independence of variables are often not suitable for spatiotemporal data analysis. They also mean that distances in geographic space are not necessarily synonymous with Euclidean distances on a plane or in an abstract 3D space. They may be affected by the heterogeneity of space and spatial objects, phenomena and events. To be meaningful, geographical distances have to be defined and interpreted in problem-and/or context-specific manners. A variety of means of measuring 'similarity' in 2D and 3D spatial contexts can be applied in spatial analysis and may include decays based upon Euclidean distances or more sophisticated measurements associated with the costs of movement between locations. Examples include the use of topological or metric network distance in transportation contexts, the consideration of perceived vs actual distances in map displays, functional distances that might be expressed as travel costs or travel times in a commuting context, etc.
Consequently, geospatial data need to be treated in specific ways such that subsequent data analysis produces results that are meaningful and sound. Methods developed for the exploration and analysis of spatiotemporal data must consider the theoretical foundations of geographic information science to do so as computational methods created for abstract data are rarely directly applicable to geospatial data. 5 They must also embed geospatial data and any kind of derived structures within their geographical context, which may be provided by a cartographic depiction of the environment -a map.
The main reason is that the heterogeneity of the space and the variety of properties and relationships occurring within it cannot be adequately represented for fully automatic processing -there are limitations to what can be achieved solely through computation. The exploration and informed analysis of geospatial data and the derivation of knowledge from it therefore relies heavily upon the human analyst's sense of the space and place, tacit knowledge of their inherent properties and relationships, and space/place-related experiences. These are incorporated into visual geo-spatial analysis through the use of an appropriate representation of the space that serves as an adequate model of reality and prompt to it through which an informed user can interpret data associated with a space and its places. For example, a map allows a human analyst to recognize familiar places, types of spatial objects, groups of features and structures. A skilled analyst can perceive typical spatial relationships and patterns, and associate them with relevant background knowledge of places and likely geographic processes.
The spatial nature of data recorded in the geo-sciences and the importance and complexity of spatial relationships between entities and variables has resulted in a strong visualization tradition upon which we can draw. Simply plotting data on a suitable background map or image will not necessarily be effective however. A good map does not just convey data in its geographical context, but also serves as an instrument of generalization and summarization, helping a user to see the forest for the trees. While an air photograph or satellite image may be data rich, a well-designed topographic map may effectively present abstract information that reveals unseen patterns not directly visible in the landscape. Interaction with a thematic value-by-area map, such as a representation of election results combined with sociodemographic data, may draw attention to hidden patterns that were not evident in aspatial representations of the data.
In short, successful, effective, efficient, and appropriate visualization of geospatial information requires knowledge of fundamental geographic concepts and expertise in longstanding principles of mapping, which are well documented in the respective geographic information science and cartographic literature. This tradition continues -the best paper prize at AGILE 2008 was awarded to a visualization contribution that computes multiple perspective 3D views in real time. 6 Geo-spatial analysts and decision-makers are increasingly aware that ways in which the properties of geographic information are used to model geographic phenomena have a significant effect on any analysis undertaken and the results that are subsequently reported. The kinds of exploratory methods introduced here can help analysts consider alternative assumptions and support them in investigating the sensitivities of results to variations in scale and summarization -for example by varying the spatial and temporal units used to aggregate and model geographic phenomena. The effects of these variations may themselves vary in space and over time and be visualized.
We recommend that those using and analyzing spatial information consider:
Organizations that support Cartography and GIScience and their related meetings -for example Alternatively, or indeed additionally, we encourage colleagues to participate in the activities of the ICA and its Commissions. Cartography has always provided means for representing movement, dynamism, and change. This has usually involved the 'direct depiction' of a data set in a spatial graphic designed to support analysts and interpreters in visually extracting significant spatio-temporal patterns to gain information, new ideas, and knowledge. A variety of methods have been developed, combined, augmented, and evaluated by cartographers in a range of experimental and applied contexts. These include a range of innovative static and animated 2D maps, 3D space-time cubes, interactive query and display interfaces, and coordinated multiple views where maps are combined with time graphs and other non-cartographic data displays. Andrienko et al. 7 provide a review of these and other techniques for the exploratory analysis of spatio-temporal data. A number of new techniques developed using the 'direct depiction' approach are detailed in this collection of papers. The approaches that involve higher levels of abstraction maintain and enhance a cartographic tradition of transformations through which data are abstracted (through aggregation, selection, generalization and the like) and then symbolized by, as we have noted, drawing upon computational methods from other domains.
Advancing the geovisualization of dynamics, movement, and change: the workshop and this special issue
Our workshop was co-organized by the ICA Commission on Geovisualization and AGILE to promote, develop, and report upon the use of cartography in its widest sense in the exploration and analysis of spatial information through interactive visual interfaces. Active participation by colleagues from both broad communities provided plenty of scope for discussion between cartographers, visual analysts, visualization developers, and geographic information scientists with a range of experience and expertise in using graphics and spatio-temporal information and in studying spatio-temporal phenomena in a variety of application domains. This multi-disciplinary and international workshop might be considered an example of organizational good practice in the context of the needs identified to support and develop common approaches in current visualization research as we develop new ways of visually analyzing dynamism, movement, and change. It involved cross-disciplinary cooperation and supported the cross-disciplinary penetration of accumulated knowledge as we move towards this aim. The original call for papers attracted 26 extended abstracts from colleagues across the globe with a broad range of disciplinary backgrounds and interests. An editorial panel consisting of five Commission members selected 20 of these to be presented at the workshop. Presentations were selected on the basis of their quality and relevance to the call for participation and were followed by mediated discussion. The abstracts and slides of the presentations are available on the workshop web site -http://geoanalytics.net/GeoVis08/.
One of the evaluation criteria for the extended abstracts was the maturity of the work and its potential for a full paper to be considered for review and publication in this journal following the discussion at the workshop. Authors whose contributions scored highly on this criterion and that were well received in Girona were invited to submit full papers after a first round of reviews. Ten submissions were then received and each was fully reviewed by one of the guest editors and two external reviewers in line with the journal's review procedure. The outcome of this review stage is the current special issue consisting of eight full papers that reflect a 31% acceptance rate for the entire review process. Two of the submitted full papers were coauthored by members of the guest editorial panel. These papers were handled directly by the editor-in-chief of the journal following their submission.
We are very grateful to the reviewers and the authors for their diligent and extremely efficient work. It is notable that the reviewers not only carefully scrutinized papers, but also gave very valuable and concrete recommendations to authors for improving their submissions. As a result, authors could work more efficiently on making appropriate revisions to develop their work and its presentation.
Paper 1 -'Exploring the spatio-temporal dynamics of geographical processes with geographically weighted regression and geovisual analytics' by Urška Demšar, Stewart Fotheringham, and Martin Charlton.
Spatial statistics are combined with data mining and visualization to support the exploration of spatially referenced time-series data. A noteworthy feature of the work is that the methodology is verified through application to a data set with previously known patterns. In terms of the visualization research topics that we identify in Figure 2 , Demšar et al. deal with patterns: computing (methods + evaluation), visualization (methods).
The three papers that follow deal with methods for the analysis of movement, which was the most popular theme at the workshop.
Paper 2 -'Activities, ringmaps and geovisualization of large human movement fields' by Jinfeng Zhao and Pip Forer.
Novel techniques for studying movements of people in relation to their activities are suggested. Computational processing precedes the visualization and includes dimensionality reduction, aggregation, and pattern extraction. An innovative visualization technique is introducedthe Ringmap -which presents computationally derived aggregates and patterns through a polar coordinate system with angle relating to cyclical time and distance representing other variables that may include ordinal representations of spatial relationships. Zhao and her colleagues are concerned with summaries: computing, visualization, interaction (methods, no evaluation).
Paper 3 -'Using treemaps for variable selection in spatio-temporal visualization' by Aidan Slingsby, Jason Dykes, and Jo Wood.
Treemaps are adapted with novel methods of node ordering and interactive facilities to provide graphical depictions of summaries for the visualization of large multivariate spatio-temporal data sets. This applied work includes a design relating to data about movement that relates spatial, temporal, and attribute aggregations and spatially generalized entities. The research contribution focuses on a design that provides access to structured summaries: computing, visualization, interaction (methods), some elements of interaction with summarized data (querying, focusing).
Paper 4 -'Visually-driven analysis of movement data by progressive clustering', by Salvatore Rinzivillo, Dino Pedreschi, Mirco Nanni, Fosca Gianotti, Natalia Andrienko, and Gennady Andrienko.
A cross-disciplinary research team consisting of authors with backgrounds and associated expertise in data mining and visualization combines techniques from these two domains to explore large data sets of movement tracks. Clustering techniques are adjusted to a special stepwise way of analyzing complex spatio-temporal objects characterized by multiple heterogeneous properties. The team's research focus is on patterns: computing, visualization (methods, evaluation of sensitivity and scalability of computations), and some elements of interaction with elementary data (querying, focusing).
Paper 5 -'Towards a taxonomy of movement patterns' by Somayeh Dodge, Robert Weibel, and Anna-Katharina Lautenschütz.
The three contributions describing new methods for analyzing movement data are followed by a theoretical contribution that defines various types of patterns that can exist in movement data. The authors have collected existing definitions of pattern types and suggest a conceptual framework for building a comprehensive movement taxonomy. To facilitate the further development of the taxonomy, the authors have established a wiki where researchers can directly contribute to this evolving taxonomic effort -http://movementpatterns.pbwiki.com/. Involvement in this type of endeavor will support the kinds of multidisciplinary activity required to achieve the advances in visualization described here. In terms of our approaches and associated research topics, paper 5 has a unique focus within this special issue on patterns: theory.
Paper 6 -'A Chorem-based approach for visually synthesizing complex phenomena' by Vincenzo Del Fatto, Robert Laurini, Karla Lopez, Monica Sebillo, and Giuliana Vitiello.
Unlike the previous papers, which deal with finding patterns in spatio-temporal data, Del Fatto and colleagues contribute a paper on the synthesis and presentation of discovered patterns in a concise and understandable way to end users -decision makers for example. They suggest an approach based on the use of Chorems -schematic depictions of spatial phenomena and processes known in geography and cartography since the 1960s. Paper 6 describes how highly abstracted maps, conveying only the most essential information, and thus omitting unnecessary detail, can be generated in a semi-automatic manner from the outcomes of computational data processing, including data mining and database queries. As such the research contribution can be categorized as dealing with patterns: visualization (methods, no evaluation) and some theory involving the discussion of a number of generic pattern types (flow, tropism, and diffusion).
Paper 7 -'A temporal focus + context visualization model for handling valid-time spatial information' by Alexandre Carvalho, A. Augusto de Sousa, Cristina Ribeiro, and Emília Costa.
The problem of more effectively visualizing the temporal component of spatio-temporal data is addressed here. To overcome the limitations of the (static) snapshot view, and provide data for several time instants concurrently, the well-known 'focus + context' visualization technique is developed into a model for the visualization of time-dependent data. Paper 7 introduces the concept of a 'temporal degree of interest', which determines the visibility and visual properties of time-related data items in a current view. We consider this a contribution relating to direct depiction: visualization, interaction (focusing).
Paper 8 -'Understanding geospatial interests by visualising map interaction behaviour' by Eoin Mac Aoidh, Michela Bertolotto, and David C. Wilson.
Here the authors argue that valuable behavioral information can be gained for improving highly interactive visual analysis tools by tracking user-display interaction behaviors such as mouse movements during complex spatial data exploration. This information can later be used for personalizing visualization tools to provide better support to a varied user base and make users' work more effective and efficient. A system that captures users' mouse movements and interface interactions and consequently visualizes the behavioral data to better enable the analysis of this behavior is described. The system includes an algorithm for determining the degrees of relevance of various visual objects to a particular user on the basis of his/her display interactions. Mac Aoidh and colleagues' work contributes methods relating to direct depiction: visualization, interaction (querying, focusing), evaluation (usability).
This collection of eight papers addresses a wide range of research issues within the domain of geovisualization and draws attention to a range of topics, approaches, and research issues. We use this Introduction to demonstrate the close links between Information Visualization and Geovisualization and argue that cross-disciplinarity is key to the advancement of our sciences. Indeed, this publication aims to continue and enhance knowledge transfer between communities such as that reported in 'Exploring Geovisualization'. 1 We anticipate and look forward to increasing synergies between the disciplines and hope that this collection of papers and review of key issues and approaches in visualization research will be interesting and useful not only for those primarily involved with the analysis and/or visualization of spatial data, but also for a more general information visualization audience. We encourage active participation in the activities of the ICA Commission on Geovisualization and AGILE and invite colleagues who are using geo-spatial data and interested in a visual approach to their analysis to contribute to and participate in future activities.
